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Instructions :

(1) Fill up strictly the details of your name, address, and other particulars in the space provided.

(2) Q. 1 is compulsory.

1 Answer the following :
   (a) What do you mean by static method in class ?
   (b) List the items which can be set in php.ini file.
   (c) What is use of break and continue keywords ?
   (d) What is Reference variable ? What will happen if we unset reference variable ?
   (e) Explain different ways of commenting in PHP.
   (f) What do you mean by Object Sterilization ?
   (g) Explain the terms Exit, Die with example.

2 (a) Discuss characteristics of PHP.
   (b) Discuss local, global and static variable with example in PHP.

OR

2 (a) Discuss class attributes. Explain class declaration with example.
   (b) Explain server side validation with giving proper example.
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3 (a) List INPUT elements. Explain any three. 6
(b) Explain different types of arrays with proper example. 6

OR

3 (a) Discuss Switch statement compare it with if.else statement. 6
(b) Write a script for registration form of drawing completion for different age groups. 6

4 Answer following: (any three) 12
(a) Discuss super global variable in PHP.
(b) Logical operators in PHP.
(c) Interfaces in PHP
(d) Write a short note on WAMP.
(e) Discuss different styles of PHP tags.